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as interested
checking on a case regar^xng^^ "Rumanian industry
that air the request of Jack Yfasserman3 a lawyer
himself in Malaxa•
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collaborator; that Ausnit came to this country with a million and
a half dollars of Royal Rumanian funds to help aid refugees in
getting out of Rumania , Rather than use the money for this purpose

,

he bought apartment houses in Washington .

The Free Rumanian League 3 under former Prime Minister
of Rumania s a man named Radescu3 has tried to get this money back*
Malaxa has backed the Free Rumanian League . Ausnit in turn has
made charges against Malaxa«

is

In the meantime . Frank Wisner represented Max Ausnit as
an airtornelTunil^-yfmrVSSm^
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Max Ausnit was a Rumanian steel mans was jailed in 1939
on embe sslement charges 3 and was mentioned as .having entertained
Russians in a book entitled "Russia Astride The Balkans .
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§
Memo to Mr» ToIson May 9, 1952

Russians engaged in espionage •

Jfisner ignored this adviee •

states that Colonel Oscar Colcaire of the
American Legation in Bern was told by

| I

I I that the British had tried, To warn WTsne v HKa% Tie

was living with a known Soviet spy'•

whe re
she engaged in black market currency operations and in the suimer

was about voenvernussianAntelligence Headquarters • She isl%ge\
said to have subsequently confessed«

The details of this case are "also known to General
Radescu, the exiled Rumanian premier
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attack on Malaxa by Visoianu and

further states that Ausnit is joined in his
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Letters, signed by Wisner. confirm this fact, as well as an affidavit af "THS Lflv/y&

OF Malaxa,! I
of the firm Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, from b6

New York, . - b7c

These proofs will be submitted.
After a short period, he left the firm and became a member of the Central

Intelligence Agency where he is actually engaged at this writing.
His influence in this capacity is seen in the C.I.A. report to the F.B.I.,

on Malaxa, which was one of the documents exposed in the Coplon trial.

As can be readily seen, the whole report is based on hearsay and not one

proven fact, as Supreme Court Justice Tom Clark, who was Attorney General
at" the time, in an interview to the press admitted such.

All of the false information comes from the coterie of Max Ausnit, the _
bitter enemy of Malaxa.
The goal of all these endeavors was to keep Malaxa from permanent residence

in the United States and eventually to chase him out of the country.

Those joining Ausnit in the attack on Malaxa, are Visoianu and Cretzianu,

ex Roumanians living in Washington, who are also extremely friendly with

Frank Wisner.
The Immigration Service, after a most intensive investigation spread over

almost 5 years, completely exonerated Malaxa of the charges lodged with
- their service by the Ausnit cabal, and recommended favorably to Congress

that he be admitted for permanent residence in the U.S.A,

Notwithstanding, they continued their desperate efforts, by pursuing their

vilifications into the committees of Congress itself.

So they are trying to keep favorable action from being taken, by complicating

the work of the committees by new and further investigations of the C.I.A.

,

which is seeking more information from the very Germans who had emprisoned

Malaxa during the war, for his refusal to cooperate with the nazi regime.

It is easy to foresee the unfavorable report which they will get from these

nazis who were the enemies of Malaxa,
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